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Using Assemblies and Sales Orders in QuickBooks
Inventory Assembly:
An assembly is basically a set of items. For example, let us say you are a company that
sells cookies of different shapes. However you also sell cookie baskets, made up of
various cookie shapes. You may sell a “Christmas Basket” with “tree shaped cookies”,
or a “Birthday Basket” with “balloon shaped cookies”.
Assemblies will allow you to create a “Basket”, aka as an “assembly”. You will name the
assembly “Christmas Basket” or “Birthday Basket” etc. You then “build” the assembly by
entering the specific cookie inventory items in your basket (assembly).

Inventory Procedures:







First and foremost create the separate individual inventory items. They will have
their own quantities on-hand based on your ordering and receiving inventory.
Next you create an Inventory Assembly item and give it a specific name (see
figure 1).
At the bottom of the create assembly screen you will have an area that is known
as the Bill of Materials.
You will enter each individual inventory item and the quantity that makes up this
particular assembly (gift basket).
Now, when you have an order for a specific basket, you will “build” that basket.
To build an assembly, go to VENDORS, INVENTORY, BUILD ASSEMBLIES.
Choose which assembly you want to build and state the quantity you want built,
click Build and Close.
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Figure 1 Building an assembly

When you “build” an assembly you are decreasing inventory by taking the individual
components out of inventory. You are then increasing inventory with your assembly.
In our example of cookies and gift baskets to sell, you would be decreasing cookies
available to sell, but increasing a gift basket (assembly) available to sell.
Inventory amount stays the same. What changes is the inventory available to sell, in this
case cookies AND a gift basket.

Sales Order - Receiving a Customer Request for an Assembly or
Assemblies:





Create a sales order (customer center) when your customer calls in an order for
an assembly, showing the name of the assembly and the quantity requested.
Next “build” the assembly. You will need to have enough quantities on-hand in
order to build an assembly. If you do not have the necessary individual
components to build an assembly, order the individual components and do NOT
build at this time.
When you receive the individual inventory components, enter them into
QuickBooks via the receipt of items or Bill.
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QuickBooks is a date-driven software program and you must be aware of this issue
when entering packing slips, Bills, and building assemblies.
For example, if you receive the inventory items via a packing slip dated Jan 1, 2015 and
you build an assembly dated Jan 1, 2015, be sure to enter the BILL as dated Jan 1,
2015, regardless of what date is on the BILL when you eventually receive it.
With QuickBooks being date driven, you do NOT want to enter the BILL with a different
date as the packing slip date or build assembly date, for it will affect your inventory and
cost of sales.
Once you have built your assembly it is time to invoice and ship to your customer.

Invoicing the Assembly:



Create an invoice for that particular customer. Go to Customer Center, Create
Invoice, then choose customer.
QuickBooks will pop up with a message stating this customer has a sales order
on file and do you want to invoice all or partial of the sales order?

If you can invoice all then 100% of the sales order will go on the invoice, increasing
revenue and cost of goods sold and decreasing inventory.
If you choose partial, then the invoice will still affect revenue, cost of sales and
inventory, however, the invoice will also show the quantity the customer requested, the
amount invoiced and the back-ordered quantities still to invoice once inventory and
assemblies are available.
When you have enough individual inventory components to build additional assemblies
you can then continually invoice this customer until their sales order is complete.

Customer Returns an Assembly – Issue a Credit Memo:
In the event a customer returns an assembly that you can return to inventory for a later
sale you will need to create a credit memo.



When you create a credit memo for the returned assembly, go to Customer
Center, Create Credit Memo, choose the customer.
Next, you will enter the name of the assembly that is returned to stock.

This credit memo will decrease your revenue, decrease your cost of sales and increase
your inventory by that assembly. You then either refund your customer or keep the
credit on their account to be applied for a future sale.
If you have a restocking fee, create a separate invoice and choose an item you
previously created (OTHER CHARGE) named “Restocking Fees” which should be
mapped to an income account.
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The credit balance from the returned assembly will go against the restocking fee,
leaving a smaller credit balance available to be applied on a future sale.

IF you want to remove the assembly and put the individual
components back into inventory:
Unfortunately QuickBooks does not make this an easy task. If you want to undo the
assembly you will need to adjust inventory.


Go to vendor center, inventory activities, adjust inventory and add the
components back to inventory and subtract the amount of assemblies’ on–hand
by this particular assembly.

This will decrease the assemblies available for sale and put the individual components
back into available inventory for future sales or future builds.

We hope you find this QuickBooks Tips Newsletter helpful. Please visit our company
website http://www.accountingconnections.org often as it is updated constantly and
offers a wealth of tax and accounting tips, along with links to better serve your business
needs. Our QuickBooks Tips newsletters are archived on our website as well.
Accounting and Taxation is our business; having us a part of your team allows you to
concentrate on your core business.

Diane Offutt, Managing Partner at Accounting Connections, LLC
Enrolled Agent (EA), Master of Accounting (MAcc), NTPI Fellow (National Tax Practice Institute),
QuickBooks™ Certified ProAdvisor

An Enrolled Agent (EA) is a federally licensed tax professional, who has taken an extensive test in
taxation and must comply with continuing education in tax law to maintain their license.
Enrolled Agents are allowed to represent clients before all administrative levels of IRS without their clients’
presence (the same as a CPA or Tax Attorney).
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